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bioshock infinite is a third-person action-adventure game that was developed and
published by crytek and released by 2k games. it is a prequel to the first game,
bioshock, and takes place six years after the events of the previous game. the

player controls booker dewitt, a veteran of the civil war in rapture, who is hired by
a shadowy figure to rescue his sister, elizabeth. the game was positively received

by the critics, many of whom praised the graphics, sound, and game design.
although, the game has had mixed critical reception, most of the critics agreed that

the game improved upon the graphics, and the gameplay compared to previous
bioshock games. the general consensus was that infinite is well worth the money

and that it is an excellent game, despite its controversial story and violence. more
than 10 years after the events of the original bioshock, the underwater city of

rapture is back. after a plane crash, you wake up in the year 1960 and find yourself
at the bottom of the ocean, holding hands with a young girl named elizabeth.

together, you discover a long-abandoned city where the remains of your fellow
survivors still live, as well as plenty of murderous splicers. to get out, you must

solve the mystery of rapture and how its powerful, underwater plasmids affect the
mind. its a race against time as you battle hordes of splicers, and try to escape

rapture before it kills you. bioshock infinite is one of the most popular game, and it
is a very huge game. you can download bioshock infinite download highly

compressed full version for windows and mac and you can also download it for ps3,
xbox 360 and other devices as well.
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the bioshock infinite
game of the year

edition download is
established in 1912
and takes place in a
fictional steampunk
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city-state called
columbia and is
called after the

female identify of the
united states that has

been floating world
fair and an exhibition

to the rest of the
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world of the triumph
of american

exceptionalism.,
reactors, propellers

and quantum
levitation. the city of

columbia was
established by self-
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proclaimed prophet
zachary hale

comstock, who used
his connections in

congress to persuade
the american

government to build
the floating city. the
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government intended
columbia to serve as
a floating world fair
and as an exhibition

to the rest of the
world of the triumph

of american
exceptionalism. the
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city was launched
with much fanfare
and publicity at the

1893 columbian
exposition and was

later shipped to
distant shores,
traveling from
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continent to
continent. the player

controls booker
dewitt throughout the

game, eventually
working with the ai-
controlled elizabeth.
as a player you can
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use a combination of
weapons, clothing

called gear that offer
unique attributes,
and psychokinetic
powers granted

through vigors. the
storyline explores the
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origins of the city and
features the game of

trial and error. the
dlc of the game
includes a story-

based search called
burial at sea, which

links infinites story to
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that of the original
bioshock game.

unlike the limited
spaces of the

underwater city of
rapture, the opening
of columbia offers a
more dynamic fight,
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including a fight that
takes place aboard
the russian sky-line
rail system. unlike

the underwater city
of rapture, the

opening of columbia
offers a more
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dynamic fight,
including a fight that
takes place aboard
the russian sky-line

rail system. the
downloadable

content of the game
includes a story-
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based search, burial
at sea, which links

infinites story to that
of the original

bioshock game.
during the course of
this game, players

will face the
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waterfalls of the city,
which are the most

high-fantasy element
of the game.
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